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The summer of 2012 will see some new exciting trends in ladies shoes from hessian wedges,
classic straps to neon brights. Sole Divas has a great range of shoes available for all manner of
personality styles. Here is a guide to our top 6 selection of 2012 summer shoe trends.

1: Wedges

Some of the comfiest heels you can ever wear are wedges and they are a great option when you
want to couple style with comfort. D&G brought back the wedges in 2010 and it looks like they are
here to stay. Because of the rubber heel, covered by woven hessian, wedges are incredibly
comfortable to walk in and great for summer strolls. Check out this woven hessian wedge sandal in
a pink splashed/distressed canvas. They have a 10cm heel and a pretty bow detail at the front.

2: Thick strappy sandals

Thick strapped sandals are making a comeback and will be one of this seasonâ€™s trendiest items.
Keeping your feet cool whilst looking wonderfully stylish, strappy sandals will be seen everywhere.
Details or a mixture of colours on strappy sandals complete with buckles make for a great daytime
look. These stunning heeled strappy sandals in antique grey, teal & purple boast a raised platform
sole and an 8cm cone shaped stacked heel.

3: Silver Shoes

When it comes to purchasing your silver shoes, any style goes this summer. Whether it is pumps,
platforms or sandals, the shimmer effect will brighten up even the dullest of outfits. Choose a flat
pump for an everyday look, think about some shiny gladiator sandals for a little bit of pizzazz and in
the evenings why not try these elegant silver strappy sandals featuring diamante encrusted straps
running around the foot for extra added sparkle. And an added bonus is their cushioned insole
giving extra comfort.

4: 1980's neons

The eighties are making a huge comeback yet again and this season it is in the form of neon
coloured heels. Bright colours are the name of the game and although popular throughout the year,
it is the summer of 2012 when they will glamming up the world of fashion. Go for yellow, bright blue
or another must have colour, these striking fuchsia hot pink patent shoes. The 8.5cm stacked
wooden effect chunky heel finishes the look off dramatically.

4: Ballerina Flat Shoes

Ballerina flats or pumps are fantastically versatile slip-on shoes inspired by classic ballet shoes.
They are comfortable, highly practical as they are easy to slip on and off and they really can be
worn anywhere, at any time of the day with any outfit. Flats can come in all types of styles from the
everyday slip-on pump which looks fabulous with jeans or a pair of linen trousers to beaded or
detailed ballet shoes which work beautifully with a skirt in the evenings. For ballerina flats with a
feminine feel, try these truly scrumptious white leather ballet pumps with a pink chiffon bow and non-
slip black sole by Elite Paris. Comfort and high fashion!

6: Beaded Shoes
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Beaded sandals are all over the fashion magazines for this season. Simple beaded flats can be
worn during the daytime and you can even opt for a pair of beaded flip-flops to wear on the beach.
For the evening, these stunning dark grey satin platform sandals with pewter metallic balls running
up the foot will add some extra glamour to your party outfit. Keeping on trend they also have a
1.5cm platform sole & 10cm satin covered heel for extra height. You will be brimming with
confidence when you wear these beautiful sandals.

Stroll over to Sole Divas to take a look at the vast collection of summer shoes we have to offer.
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